
Understanding selfcare vs. self-harm 

 

My wife and I decided when we returned to the United States we would make a 

concerted effort to get healthy. That returning bit, we had just completed an international 

assignment in Chile. Four years in a dream job, doing everything and anything that was 

requested of me by my company. I was averaging 250+ days a year on the road. Between mine 

sites, customers, dealers and countries I was all over the South American continent. It was 

amazing, however, I was not amazing to myself. Long hours, terrible habits and not a care in the 

world as to how it was affecting my body. Upon our return in the middle of November of 2015, 

Aileen pulled the trigger and bought both of us a 10 Week session for January. It was one of the 

single greatest black Friday purchases we have ever made. Looking back at how I was managing 

myself shows I was focused on my professional life and not much else.  

I was focusing on developing a professional future; an investment in our future. I was 

not giving enough thought to my physical future. I was failing to invest in my health; 

additionally I was failing at managing emotional stability in my personal life.  Failing to manage 

myself meant everything else that was placed on that foundation was built with a weak footing. 

Making the radical changes that Farrells teaches showed me so many things that I could 

personally improve on with some diligence. I could completely change how I was looking at 

food, situations and even stress. I was taught that no matter what your mind is telling you… in a 

tough situation you can persevere. The first 10 weeks at Farrells was incredibly hard for me. I 

was in a new role at work, starting a new life in a new city with my wife and working to change 

huge things that I had grown accustom to doing previously. I always kept the same mindset; if 

you change everything and stay consistent eventually it will become second nature. I cannot 

ignore the success that Farrells gave me in that role. I was succeeding in not only my personal 

life but professionally. However, this time it was much more balanced.  

Through the year challenge I learned how to push myself physically like I had never done 

before in my life. I could truly understand how pure self-will can control the urge to give up and 

walk away. This rolled over into every facet of my life. Whether dealing with issues at home, 

when times get tough or when work is pushing you to a breaking point. Understand, manage 

and keep breathing. My personal relationship with my wife blossomed as I had never expected; 

we gained more respect for each other and communicated more effectively. How could 

changing diet and exercise ripple through so many things? If you would have asked me at 11 pm 

on Black Friday of 2015 if I could guess that a better relationship with my wife would be a take 

away, I would have thought it was crazy and beyond consideration. Farrell’s has changed my life 

from a self-harm lifestyle to one of health and selfcare purely by making rational simple 

changes. In short, following the simple steps of Health, Family and Work in that order allowed 

for me to build a foundation that I can trust and continue to build upon for the rest of my life. 

My mantra has become “Trying is failing, just do it.” I do not try to live a healthy life; I do it 

every day.  


